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Expanding Library Support for Faculty Research
Comparative Report
The HBCU Library Alliance is the consortium of White House‐designated Historically Black Colleges and Universities that
serves to strengthen its membership by developing library leaders, preserving collections and planning for the future. In
October 2013, the HBCU Library Alliance was awarded a 23‐month grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation to
assess and strengthen library services in support of faculty research. This project aimed to foster improved library
services on individual campuses and develop collaborative approaches to expand HBCU community‐wide library support
for faculty research.
Two surveys were conducted during the project, one of HBCU library deans or directors and the second, in partnership
with the HBCU Faculty Development Network, of HBCU faculty members. Both surveys focused only on those HBCUs
with research included in their current mission. The library survey gathered information from 49 of the 55 libraries (89%)
with research missions to determine current services, capacity, and needs regarding faculty research support. The
faculty survey gathered information to assist libraries in understanding research interests, plans, challenges, and support
needs. The faculty survey was returned by 337 faculty representing 38 institutions (4.3% of the surveyed faculty
population). This report compares the results of the library and faculty surveys, summarizing the status of current HBCU
faculty research and the corresponding capacity of HBCU libraries to support that research. Detailed reports on the
individual surveys are available at http://hbculibraries.org/html/expansion.html.
To provide demographic context, the following two charts compare faculty and library survey results by Carnegie
classification and institutional control.
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I. LIBRARY AND FACULTY BY STATUS
Assistant professors represented the largest group of faculty (32%) as reported in the library survey, followed by
Associate professors (24%). The majority of faculty survey respondents are also Assistant professors (38.1%) followed by
Associate professors (31.7%).
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Chart 3
Percentage of Faculty by Status
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When asked how they would describe their research interests, faculty respondents reported that research is primarily
for both instructional/course‐related and professional/discipline‐related purposes. A very small proportion of faculty
reported their research interests are mostly for only instructional or course‐related purposes.
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II. RESEARCH RESOURCES
More than one‐third of faculty survey respondents reported using a general purpose search engine on the internet when
planning research activities. Almost two‐thirds of faculty survey respondents reported conducting research in the past
using their institution’s library. One‐third are currently conducting research using their library. More than half of the
faculty survey respondents indicated plans to conduct research in the future using their institution’s library.
Faculty respondents reported, on average, that peer‐reviewed journals, electronic journal articles, journal articles in
print and scholarly monographs or edited volumes published by an academic publisher were the most important
resources for their research.

Chart 5
Rating Average
How important is each of the following resources to your research?
Peer reviewed journals
Electronic journal articles
Journal articles in print
Scholarly monographs or edited volumes, published by an academic
publisher
Books in print
Reviews
Abstracts
Reference works, such as bibliographies, indices, or research handbooks
Published conference proceedings
E-books
Pre-print versions of articles that will be released in a peer reviewed
journal
Numeric data sets (science data, financial data, etc.)
Non-peer reviewed "gray literature," such as reports published by
government agencies or Non-governmental Organizations (NGOs)
Archival materials or rare books
Textual data (interviews, digitized texts, etc.)
Film, video, sound recordings, and other non-textual media
Unpublished Papers
Magazines and trade journals that are not peer reviewed
Imagery (art, art image collections, illustrations, photographs, etc.)
Maps or geospatial data
Trade books that do not specifically target an academic audience
Blogs or social media
Non-English language materials (books, journal articles, etc.)
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(10=Extremely Important,
1=Not Important at All)
9.28
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6.82
6.78
6.57
6.37
6.31
6.15
6.02
5.58
5.52
5.26
5.26
4.82
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4.64
4.45
4.19
4.02
3.88
3.26

Library respondents provided current annual expenditures for collections by format. The largest combined total of
spending was $13 million for databases, followed by $7 million for electronic journals, $4 million for serials in print, $3
million for books in print, $1 million for electronic books and $680,000 for other formats. The following chart from the
Library Survey details materials expenditures by format and Carnegie class.
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The following chart compares the percentage of total expenditures in key format categories to the priority rankings by
faculty respondents. The rating average is 10 for extremely important and 1 for not important at all.

Chart 7
Percentage of Total Expenditures with Faculty Priority Ranking
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Faculty survey respondents clearly put serials /journal articles, electronic and print, at the top of their priority list; in
combination, surveyed libraries spent 38% of the materials funding for serials as compared to 41% for databases and
14% for books.
III. RESEARCH SUPPORT NEEDS
71% of faculty report they use contact with individual librarians to communicate their research needs; among libraries,
90% report using direct contact with faculty to learn about research. Faculty visits to the library also were frequently
used for communications, by 73% of libraries and by 61% of faculty. Librarians relied more heavily on library liaisons (at
80%) than did faculty (at 38%), and university publications (at 76% for libraries). The following chart compares how
faculty and librarians learn about research.
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Chart 8
How Faculty and Librarians learn about Research
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About 70% of faculty reported their libraries provide library liaison services and individualized assistance to faculty for
their research, both services provided by more than 90% of libraries. Just over 50% of faculty knew about study areas
provided for faculty research by nearly 70% of libraries. On the other hand, 40% of faculty indicated awareness of the
library providing assistance with planning and executing research, services provided by less than 30% and 20%,
respectively, of reporting libraries. The following chart compares faculty awareness of library services provided and the
library’s available services to faculty.

Chart 9
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The following chart compares results regarding faculty survey respondents indicated use of specific library service and
library survey respondents’ assessment of the frequency of use of the same services.
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Chart 10
Faculty Use of Services and Library Frequency of Services
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IV. RESEARCH CHALLENGES
Faculty and library respondents reported that library funding is the greatest barrier to the expansion of library services
to support faculty research. Faculty indicated in survey comments that funding was needed for additional library staff,
for increased training, and for digital resources to expand holdings. One faculty member commented that: “The library
needs a fund raising office to get money for needed materials.”
V. SATISFACTION
The following chart compares satisfaction ratings. The rating is on a scale of 1 to 6, with 6 as extremely satisfied. Library
deans and directors rated their satisfaction with provision of services to support faculty research at 3.31. Faculty
members rated their satisfaction with the services provided by the library to support research at 3.62.

Chart 11
Library and Faculty Average Level of Satisfaction with Library
Services to Support Research
1 = extremely dissatisfied, 6 = extremely satisfied
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The following chart from the Faculty Survey details the faculty level of satisfaction with library services by rank.
What is your level of
satisfaction with the
support that your library
provides faculty related to
research. (6=Extremely Satisfied,
1=Extremely Dissatisfied)

Average Satisfaction
Rating

All Faculty
3.62

Professor
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Associate
3.66

Assistant
3.65

Instructor/
Lecturer

Tenured/
Tenure
Track

3.43

3.6

No
Tenure
3.59

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
HBCU Library Alliance members are pursing various projects and activities to increase engagement with faculty around
research and strengthened library support. Please visit the HBCU Library Alliance website www.hbculibraries.org for
more information on this project. Thanks to the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation for their support of this effort.
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